Nemo Class April Review

Dear Parents,

There was plenty of animal fun during the month of April in Nemo class. We have been learning about all creatures: big, small, fast and strong. We’ve made a giant peacock, gone on a safari, helped Nemo find a pearl, run around the playground in our new shark hats and made shadow animals using our hands and a torch.
We have also been looking at different musical instruments throughout April. From common instruments such as the drums and guitar, orchestral instruments like the violin and flute and weirder instruments including the bagpipes and the musical saw! We have had pictures of different instruments spread around the room and using their listening skills they have had to find the instrument they can hear being played. They have all really enjoyed learning their instruments and all have their own favourites.

On Good Friday we also held our annual Easter Egg hunt. The children spent a long time painting their Easter eggs in the morning only for them to be stolen and hidden in the playground. Having found the Easter eggs in record time, we decided to have a 2nd round. However, even the well hidden eggs were all found very quickly.
Welcome Anandi! We were very glad to welcome Anandi, our new Head Teacher, to Starfish School in April. She will be working in the afternoons for the rest of the year.

Kind regards

James and Phuong